
RIGHTS OF THE RIGHTS OF THE 
ACCUSEDACCUSED

““It is better to allow It is better to allow 
10 guilty men to go 10 guilty men to go 
free than to punish free than to punish 
a single innocent a single innocent 

man.man.””



HABEAS CORPUSHABEAS CORPUS
A A writ of habeas corpuswrit of habeas corpus is is 
a court order directing a court order directing 
officials holding a prisoner to officials holding a prisoner to 
show cause why he or she show cause why he or she 
should not be releasedshould not be released

This right can be suspended This right can be suspended 
ONLY under circumstances of ONLY under circumstances of 
rebellion or invasionrebellion or invasion……

But what about under But what about under 
suspicion of acts of suspicion of acts of 
terrorism?terrorism?



BILLS OF ATTAINDERBILLS OF ATTAINDER
The Constitution bans The Constitution bans 
bills of attainderbills of attainder ––
legislative acts that inflict legislative acts that inflict 
punishment without a punishment without a 
court trialcourt trial

This protects individual This protects individual 
liberty as well as liberty as well as 
separation of powersseparation of powers

It does NOT include It does NOT include 
suspending driversuspending driver’’s s 
licenses in DUI cases!licenses in DUI cases!



EX POST FACTO LAWSEX POST FACTO LAWS

The Constitution bans The Constitution bans ex ex 
post facto lawspost facto laws –– that is that is 
criminal laws that provide criminal laws that provide 
punishment of a crime punishment of a crime 
committed before the law committed before the law 
was passed.was passed.

Civil laws, however, may Civil laws, however, may 
be passed retroactivelybe passed retroactively……



THE GRAND JURYTHE GRAND JURY
In order to charge a In order to charge a 
person with a serious person with a serious 
crime, a federal crime, a federal 
prosecutor must obtain a prosecutor must obtain a 
““true bill of indictmenttrue bill of indictment””
from a from a grand jurygrand jury
This allows the case to go This allows the case to go 
to trialto trial
This right has NOT been This right has NOT been 
extended to the states extended to the states 
under the 14under the 14thth

Amendment!Amendment!



DOUBLE JEOPARDYDOUBLE JEOPARDY
This is a guarantee that a This is a guarantee that a 
person may not be tried twice person may not be tried twice 
for the same crimefor the same crime

A A hunghung--juryjury does not count does not count 
as as ““jeopardyjeopardy””

This is for criminal cases This is for criminal cases ––
civil cases may be appealedcivil cases may be appealed

A person may be tried twice A person may be tried twice 
under concurrent jurisdictionunder concurrent jurisdiction

A person may be tried in both A person may be tried in both 
civil and criminal courtscivil and criminal courts……



A SPEEDY AND PUBLIC TRIALA SPEEDY AND PUBLIC TRIAL

Speedy TrialSpeedy Trial –– 66thth

Amendment requires a Amendment requires a 
person be given a person be given a 
prompt trial prompt trial –– most often most often 
100 days from arrest100 days from arrest

Public TrialPublic Trial –– this right this right 
belongs to defendant, not belongs to defendant, not 
the media!  Coverage the media!  Coverage 
must not infringe on the must not infringe on the 
defendantdefendant’’s rightss rights--





TRIAL BY JURYTRIAL BY JURY

Right to a trial by an impartial Right to a trial by an impartial 
juryjury and a unanimous verdict and a unanimous verdict 
is usually required for is usually required for 
conviction.conviction.

Defendants may waive this Defendants may waive this 
right right ––

No person may be No person may be 
deliberately excluded from a deliberately excluded from a 
jury on such grounds as race, jury on such grounds as race, 
color, religion or gendercolor, religion or gender

Guaranteed in both criminal Guaranteed in both criminal 
and large civil casesand large civil cases



RIGHTS TO AN ADEQUATE DEFENSE:RIGHTS TO AN ADEQUATE DEFENSE:

Persons accused of crimes have Persons accused of crimes have 
the right to be informed of the the right to be informed of the 
charges against themcharges against them

Right to confront witnesses Right to confront witnesses 
against and compel defense against and compel defense 
witnesses to testifywitnesses to testify

Right to Right to legal counsellegal counsel
These apply to federal courts These apply to federal courts ––
but many have been but many have been 
incorporated through the 14incorporated through the 14thth

AmendmentAmendment



SELFSELF--INCRIMINATIONINCRIMINATION
A person may not be compelled A person may not be compelled 
to give testimony against to give testimony against 
himself.himself.
The burden of proof is on the The burden of proof is on the 
prosecutionprosecution
Coerced confessions can not be Coerced confessions can not be 
usedused

The The Miranda RuleMiranda Rule states that states that 
police MUST inform the police MUST inform the 
accused persons of their basic accused persons of their basic 
rights before questioningrights before questioning
Excludes BExcludes B--AA--C tests for those C tests for those 
suspected of drunk drivingsuspected of drunk driving




